


L&T Electrical & Automation (E&A) is a market leader for electrical 
distribution, monitoring and control solutions in the low voltage 
category. 

With a wide range of low and medium voltage switchgear, 
electrical systems, industrial automation, building electrical 
solutions, energy management solutions, electrical 
modernization solutions and metering solutions, E&A cater to key 
sectors of economy like industries, utilities, infrastructure, building 
and agriculture.

E&A operates five manufacturing facilities - Navi Mumbai, 
Ahmednagar, Vadodara, Coimbatore and Mysuru in India and 
another four - Malaysia, Indonesia, UAE and Kuwait outside India. 
Its manufacturing operations receive support by a well-equipped 
in-house design and development centres as well as tooling 
facilities that contribute to precision in manufacturing. 



Henikwon Corporation, a unit of E&A in Malaysia, has been 
producing high-performance low, medium and high-voltage 
busduct systems for the last three decades. High level of 
compliance to international standards and skilled pool of 
engineers and technicians enable it to offer the best-in-class 
solutions, ideally configured to its customer application.

A continual focus on innovation and customer-driven R&D make 
Henikwon a leading busduct system manufacturer, and the 
partner of choice for discerning users.



Even before our products are subjected to a series of rigorous 
tests, our state-of-the-art factory ensures consistently high 
quality.

Busducts are fully type-tested at various independent laboratories, 
and conforms to international standards. This ensures complete 
integrity of the entire busduct system.



Henikwon’s products are certified by international agencies and 
NABL-accredited laboratories like ASTA (Intertek), ERDA, CPRI, 
SIRIM. 

All our manufacturing facilities are compliant to ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001



Longer life: Each Henikwon S-Line busbar is insulated with Class-F 
insulation of uniform thickness, which matches metallic expansion 
and contraction, ensuring that it does not crack or allow moisture 
to seep in. This means reduced corrosion, and a longer life for your 
system.

Give your prestigious project the advantage of Henikwon S-Line 
Busduct system – trusted by discerning electrical engineers in 
30 countries.

Higher savings: A higher joint overlapping area ensures less 
power loss. More savings – in terms of not just money, but also 
power, which is becoming scarcer by the day.

Enhanced safety: To ensure the highest degree of safety, 
Henikwon S-Line busduct systems are totally enclosed and 
well-insulated.

Give your project the S-Line Busduct advantage



Greater reliability: Comprehensive manufacturing processes, 
strict compliance and selection of inputs give you the assurance of 
reliability. The Henikwon S-Line busduct system is certified by an 
independent third party.

Across the years, the Henikwon Busduct system has been installed 
in several locations in over 30 countries.



To meet your entire range of power delivery needs, we offers 
busduct systems from 250A to 6300A.

 

Whatever your project, whatever its size, you can rely on us to 
provide a busduct system that precisely meets your requirements.





Having undertaken more than 2000 installations in a spectrum of 
applications across 30 countries, Henikwon’s busducts would be 
the partner of choice for discerning global customers.

Your power delivery needs are paramount. E&A and Henikwon's  
vast experience gives it an insight into them all. 
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Plug-in boxes are designed with Busbar & Door interlocks, it also give features for ease of handling & safety.
Introducing new Plug-in Box with Mechanical interlocking.

Frame Size

Frame-2
Frame-1

Frame-3

Rating

250A to 400A

16A to 100A
125A to 250A

W

250
230

300

D

250
270
300

H

540

370
450

• Plug-in box can be equipped with MCCB
• Plug-in boxes are suitable for copper cable termination

• MCCB can’t be switched ON even when Plug-in Box is mounted  
   on Busduct; it is possible only if interlock plate is engaged with feeder

• Plug-in Box can’t be removed from Busduct when MCCB in ON

Busbar Interlock

• Door defeat feature available to use in case of emergency

• Door can’t be opened when MCCB is ON
• MCCB can’t be switched ON until door is completely closed

Door Interlocks

Plug-in Box with Mechanical Interlocking



Earth Terminal

- Earth contact of Plug-in box makes contact with Earth bar of 
   Busduct before Phase conductors of Plug-in box & Busduct 
   comes in contact
- In case of emergency, Plug-in box can be mounted on live 
   Busduct
- In case of without internal earth configuration; Plug-in box can
  be earthed with external earth conductor

Padlock Provision

- Can be used in OFF position of MCCB
- Ensure human safety during maintenance work

39

Ease of Handling & Installation



Plug-in Box with Rotary Operating Mechanism
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Copper BusductAluminium Busduct
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(Fig. 9) 

• Use the Braid connection to FE side and intermediate link/panel/transformer side as shown in fig. 9/10.

• Select the braid of required cross section and quantity as per the table on page - 48,

• In case intermediate link is required to be connected between braid and panel/transformer terminal, the
 material and cross section of intermediate link to be selected as per table on page-48

• Preferred arrange for connecting multiple braids to the FE end/equalizer plate is shown in fig. 11 depending
 upon no. of braids to be connected.

• Min. phase clearance between phases to be measured as per fig.12
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Fig 10
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Fig 11

The termination sequence of braid conductors depending upon the number of braid conductors (refer to the 
Table on page 48) on flanged-end conductors / equaliser plates is to be followed as per the figure above.

Fig 12
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- Fig.11 shows the two varieties of Plug-in Feeders. It can be changed to a single variety.

- Always follow the standard dimensions in Plug-in Feeder and Plug-in point locations.
- Fig.12 shows the best practice: merging the two varieties into a single variety.

3000

3000

3000

3000
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- If there is a choice between a Horizontal Elbow and a Vertical Elbow, standardise the Vertical Elbow.

Examples:
- If there is a choice between a Feeder and a Horizontal Elbow, standardise the Horizontal Elbow. 

- If there is a choice between a Vertical Elbow and a Vertical Tee Elbow, standardise the Vertical Tee Elbow.
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constructed.

Bund wall of 

(Fig. 3)
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8.4  Ensure that all the contact surfaces of flange end conductors and transformer/ DG set/ 
 panel are free of contaminants. 

8.7  Minimum clearance between two phases after braid termination should be as per standards. 

8.1  Place the flange end support plate on the end feed box or panel or adaptor box kept on
 transformer/ DG set/ panel. 

8.5 Select the flexible braid of required cross-section and quantity as per guidelines. Make the flexible
 connection at flange end side and transformer/ DG set/ panel side as shown in fig no 4. 

8. Flange End Termination
 Flange end is starting point of busduct system routing. Installation must be started from flange end 
 of busduct route. 

8.3  Ensure that phase sequence of flange end is matching with phase sequence of transformer/ 
 DG set/ panel.

8.6 In case of multi stack busduct, flange end terminal to be started using equalizer plate (R1 & R2, 
 Y1 & Y2, etc.). Then flexible between equalizer plate and transformer/ DG set/ panel terminals 
 to be connected. 

8.2  Securely tightened the hardware if flange end support plate to fix the flange end on transformer/ 
 DG set/ panel. 

7. Summary
7.1 Review final approved drawing as per actual site condition along with drawing of equipments 
         (Transformer, Panel etc.)
7.2 Check the bill of material.
7.3 Check description, tag no and identify each piece before installing it.
7.4 Follow the manufacturer's joint assemblyinstruction drawing and video for both indoor and outdoor 
 procedures.
7.5 Conduct an insulation resistance test on each section of the busduct before it is installed.
7.6 Conduct an insulation resistance test on the portion of each run already installed on a daily basis.
7.7 Check for possible sources of water that may fall on indoor busducts, and take corrective action to 
 prevent this.
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(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)

(Fig. 7)
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9.8 For IP65 and IP66, install the side cover with
 gaskets on both sides.
9.9 Install the joint cover with the gasket on the
 top of the jointing section.
9.10 Apply the sealant provided by the
 manufacturer for IP65 and IP66 busducts on
 all joint blocks.

9.12 It is also recommended to install Canopy on 
 outdoor  installed  busduct 

9.11 Ensure that the busduct installation is in
 straight alignment, whether horizontally or 
 vertically, in order to obtain a proper jointing 
 system. (Fig. 10) 

The outer nut of the lock nut should tilt at the stated torque values.

Conductor

1000A to 5000A

Rating
250A to 800A

400A to 1250A
1600A to 6300A

150 N-m

Tightening Torque

90 N-m
150 N-m

90 N-mAluminium

Copper

(Fig. 8)

(Fig. 9) (Fig. 10)
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10.6 Supporting interval of horizontal hanger should not exceed 1.5 meters. and ensure one support for 
 each element to avoid stress on joints. 
10.7 Adjust the nut of horizontal hanger to ensure that there is no gap between horizontal channel and  
 busduct element. 

10.3 Ensure the busduct is aligned in a straight line, and no support should be given below joint block. as
         shown in fig 11
10.4 Install the hanger clamp on both side of the busduct for fixture.
10.5 Additional horizontal hangers should be used for flanged end, elbows, such as vertical/ horizontal    
 elbows, offset elbows, combination elbows, etc.

10.1 Fix horizontal hanger to the hanger rod and adjust it for correct elevation of the busduct as per 
 site conditions. Ensure that length of hanger rod should not be more than 1.5 meters. There should
 not be any welding in rod.  
10.2 Lay the busduct on the horizontal hanger.

10 Horizontal hanger installation

(Fig. 11)
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(Fig. 13)

(Fig. 12)
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11. Vertical Fix Hanger Installation
 Vertical fix hanger should be installed to fix the first feeder, elbows or flanged end unit, on the lowest
  floor, for firm hold of the busduct.

 Ø12mm with a height of around 190mm [B] from the top of the C-channel to install the L-channel 
 bracket using the M10 bolts supplied. The distance in between these two holes from center to center 

 bolts onto the slab in order to hold the C-channel firmly to the slab.

 hole with the center line of the side of the busduct housing. The distance in between these two
 holes from center to center is 90mm [A]. Then drill the busduct housing with an opening hole of 

 is 90mm [C].

11.1 Temporarily support the busduct section in place. Fit the C-channel onto the floor flange. Fix the    

11.2 Drill the C-channel with an opening hole of Ø14mm to accommodate the fixed support rod. Align the    

Wrong Installation Practice

(Fig. 15)

(Fig. 14)

(Hanger support below joint block and wall crossing through joint block)
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12. Vertical spring hanger installation

11.4  Busduct of 2000A or more should have  
 vertical fix hanger support from both front 
 and rear sides.

11.3 Fix the rod to the top of the C-channel  
 together with the nuts as shown in (1) Try to 
 adjust the top nut on both sides until the 
 height from the top of the C-channel to the 
 base of the L-channel is around 50mm as 
 shown in [D] and it is aligned with the  
 opening hole Ø12mm on the busduct 
 housing. Then fix the L-channel together 
 with the nuts. The process of installing the 
 vertical fix hanger is complete.

 The following instructions are for fitting of 
 vertical spring hanger for the Henikwon S-Line 
 busduct system.

12.1 Temporarily support the busduct section in 
 place. Fit the C-channel onto the floor  
 flange. Fix the bolts onto the slab in order 
 to hold the C-channel firmly to the slab.

12.2 Drill the C-channel with opening hole of 
 Ø14mm to accommodate the fixed support 
 rod. Align the hole with the centerline of the 
 side of the busduct housing. The distance in 
 between these two holes from center to 
 center is 90mm [E]. Then, drill the busduct 
 housing with opening hole of Ø12mm with 
 the height around 190mm [F] from the top of 
 the C-channel to install the L-Channel Bracket 
 by using the M10 bolts supplied. The distance 
 in between these two holes from center to 
 center is 90mm [G].

 Vertical spring hangers are used on  
 subsequent floors to absorb any expansion 
 of the busduct. Moreover, the immediate 
 support should be provided if the floor-to-
 floor distance exceeds 3 meters.

Installation Guidelines

(Fig. 16)

(Fig. 17)
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12.3 Fix the rod to the top of the C-Channel together with the nuts. Try to adjust the Top Nut on both sides  
 until the height from the bottom of the L-Channel to the top of the C-Channel is around 155mm as 
 shown in [H] while the height from the bottom of L-Channel to the bracket of the Vertical Spring 
 Hanger is 100mm as shown in [J]. Then, fi x the L-Channel together with the nuts as
12.4 Unscrew the top nut, 15mm [K] above the top of the L-Channel. The process of installing Vertical 
 Spring Hanger is completed.
12.5 Busduct of 2000A or more should have Vertical Spring Hanger support from both front and rear.

13.  Fixing Plug-in Box
13.1 This work shall only be carried out by suitably 

 be visible through the earth connection opening.
13.5 Ensure that the plug-in box isolator is switched off.
 Remove one bolt from each Z-clmap and rotate 90°.
13.6 Align the plug-in box jaw contacts with the 

 removal could expose live busbars.
13.4 The orientation of the plug-in hole plate can be 

 be live and care should be taken not to displace 
 Note that the incoming side of the isolator may  

 Cable box can be mounted at bottom or on 

13.9 For Aluminium Cable termination need to use 

 side of Plug-in Box
13.10 Plug in Box should not be tilted or bent on one side. Ensure wiring is done between PIF and PIB, 
 after installation of PIB with PlF. Continuity of same should be verified after wiring.   

 separate cable entry box as shown in Fig. 19 

 qualified persons.
13.2 Remove the plug-in hole outer cover. (Fig. 18)
13.3 Do not remove the plug-in hole mould as 

 verified by visual inspection. The earth bar must 

 phasing of the plug-in box before energising 
 the equipment.

 any internal screens or shrouds.
13.8 When the box is secured in place, verify the 

 plug-in hole plate and push it in fully.
13.7 Tighten the plug-in box in position with the four 
 Z-clamps clamps located on the back of the box. 

Installation Guidelines

(Fig. 18)

Take off Plug-in
Hole cover

Plug in hole outer cover

(Fig. 19)
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 meters and so forth.
15.4 Conduct an insulation resistance test on the whole busduct connection after installation. The 

 de-energised immediately, and remain de-energised until the sparking condition has been corrected.

15.1 Recheck all joint connections for tightness by following on the recommended torque value given as 
 Table-2. Ensure that outer head of MF nut is broken. If not, then retighten the nut until it is broken, 
 before installing side cover.
15.2 Ensure that upper nut is unscrewed 15mm above the upper part of spring hanger.
15.3 Isolate the busduct run by disconnecting all connections to transformers, switchboards, 

15. Energising

 environmental factors. In a dry atmosphere, it would give a value of approximately 100 MΩ (1000V 

 b) Whether the connecting parts are fixed precisely,

 Excessive noise may be an indication of hardware that has not been tightened or of metal parts that

 d) Whether the hangers are supporting the busduct securely

 the busduct are in the OFF position.
15.6 The equipment should be energised in sequence by starting at the source end of the system and   

 After Energising
 When the equipment is energised for the first time, qualified electrical personnel should be present. If  

 then the branch-circuit devices. Turn the devices to the ON position with a firm positive motion. 
15.7 After all overcurrent devices have been turned on, loads such as lighting circuits, contractors, heaters,  

 Before Energising

 c) Whether the bolts for connecting the equipment are securely fastened,

 detected in the check-out procedure, serious damage can result when the power is turned on.
15.5 There should be no electrical load on the busduct when it is energised. Since a busduct typically   

 insulation resistance value cannot be specified due to the difference of the length of the route and the    

 short circuits and ground faults caused by damage or poor installation practices have not been  

 extends through several rooms and floor levels, care should be taken to see that all devices fed from      

 have been improperly assembled.
15.9 Occurrence of sparking at any point along the busduct is abnormal. The busduct must be 

 insulation and the other factors can be as follows;
 a) Whether the busduct is damaged,

 working toward the load end. In other words, energize the main devices, then the feeder devices and 

 Megger). If the value is less than 10 MΩ, it has to be checked due to some factors that can reduce the 

 and motors may be turned ON.
15.8 When operating properly, the busduct will give off a moderate hum. 

14. Inspection of Joint Bolt
 Henikwon S-Line Busduct system uses MF (Maintenance-free) Nut 
 at the jointing section which ensures the proper tightening of the 
 bolt.
14.1 Tighten the MF nut with torque wrench
14.2 Ensure the tightness of the MF nut until the neck part of MF nuts 
 is broken. If the MF nut is not tightened properly, an overheating 
 of the busduct may occur.
14.3 The torque values of tightening of the nuts are as shown below

Installation Guidelines

(Fig. 20)
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 SHOULD ONLY BE PERFORMED ON BUSDUCT AND EQUIPMENT TO WHICH POWER HAS BEEN 

 kept. If readings change with time, deterioration may be taking place and must be corrected.
16.3 Turn off power to the busduct
16.4 If there is appreciable accumulation of dust and dirt, clean it off by using a brush, vacuum cleaner, or 

 of resistance readings. If readings decrease appreciably with time, deterioration is taking place and 

 clean lint-free rags. In order to avoid blowing dust into busduct joints, circuit breakers, or other 

 busduct is energized and operating under maximum load conditions. A permanent record should be 

 WARNING: HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES IN ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CAN CAUSE SEVERE PERSONAL   

 CONTACT CAN BE MADE WITH ENERGISED PARTS. FOLLOW ALL MANUFACTURER'S WARNINGS 
 AND INSTRUCTIONS.

 Outdoor Busduct

16. Care and Maintenance

 INJURY OR DEATH.UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, INSTALLATION, INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

 TURNED OFF, DISCONNECTED AND ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED SO THAT NO ACCIDENTAL   

16.1 Inspect the busduct once in six months or after any severe electrical short circuit or ground fault.
16.2 Perform an infra-red temperature scan on all electrical connections and busduct enclosure while

 equipment, do not use a blower or compressed air. Ensure that all drain holes are operating properly.
16.5 Check the insulation resistance prior to re-energising the busduct. A permanent record should be kept 

 must be corrected. (Contact the manufacturer)

16.6 Inspect the busduct once in six months or after any severe electrical short circuit or ground fault.
16.7 Perform an infra-red temperature scan on all electrical connections and busduct enclosure while 

 See SECTION 6 for more specific details on preventing liquid from getting onto the busduct.
16.11 Replace or thoroughly dry and clean any insulating material which is damp or wet or shows 

 boxes from leaky roofs, pipes, sprinklers or other sources of moisture. Look for any recent changes in 

 do not use a blower or compressed air.
16.13 Carefully inspect all visible electrical joints and terminals.
16.14 Visually check connections to be certain that they are clean and secure. Loose and/or contaminated
 connections increase electrical resistance which can cause overheating. Such overheating is indicated 

 is a sign of arcing due to a loose or otherwise poor connection. Parts which show evidence of

 re-torquing joint bolts.
16.15 Check the insulation resistance prior to re-energizing the busduct. A permanent record should be kept

 busduct is energised and operating under maximum load conditions. A permanent record should be

 overheating or looseness should be cleaned or replaced if damaged, contact manufacturer before 

 lint-free rags. In order to avoid blowing dust into busduct joints, circuit breakers, or other equipment,

 kept. If readings change with time, deterioration may be taking place and must be corrected.
16.8 Turn off power to the busduct.
16.9 Look for any moisture or signs of previous wetness or dripping onto the busduct or onto connection 

 of resistance readings. If readings decrease appreciably with time, deterioration is taking place and 

 accumulation of deposited material from previous wettings.
16.12 If there is appreciable accumulation of dust, clean it off by using a brush, vacuum cleaner, or clean 

 boxes. Eliminate source of any dripping onto the busduct and any other source of moisture. 

 must be corrected. (Contact the manufacturer). Also, refer to Section 14.4.

 by discoloration or flaking of insulation and/or metal parts. Pitting or melting of connecting surfaces 

16.16  Indication should be provided to prohibit entry of unauthorized people in electrical shaft. Furthermore, 
 All Shaft should be closed by door and locked to avoid entry of unauthorized people.

 sprinklers or other plumbing that might now be a source of trouble to the busduct.
16.10 Seal off any cracks or openings which have allowed moisture to enter the busduct or its connection 

 Indoor Busduct

Installation Guidelines
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17. Final Site Measurement 

17.1  Method for Feeder Busduct

 

Installation Guidelines

17.2  Method for Horizontal Elbow

17.3  Method for Vertical Elbow

Formula as below,
a=A-125-C/2
b=B-125-C/2
Example: 
A=800mm, B=1000mm, C=180mm
a=800-125-180/2
a=585mm

b=1000-125-180/2
b=785mm

The order should be, Vertical elbow of 
585 x  785mm

Formula as below,
a = A – 125mm – 125mm
Example, A =800mm
a = 800mm – 125mm – 125mm
a = 550mm

The Order should be, Feeder Busduct of 550mm

Formula as below,
a = A – 125mm – 67.5mm
b = B – 125mm – 67.5mm
Example, A =500mm, B = 600mm
a = 500mm – 125mm – 67.5mm
a = 307.5mm

The Order should be, Horizontal Elbow of 
308 x 408mm

b = 600mm – 125mm – 67.5m
b = 407.5mm

(Fig. 21)

(Fig. 22)

(Fig. 23)
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Caution:
Always remember to isolate the electrical power supply and/or disconnect with other electrical equipment if 
necessary before conducting the repairing work.

18.   Fault Finding

Item Possible Causes Possible Remedies

Busduct temperature
rise is more than 95°C

1. The torque level at 
    busduct joint is not 
    sufficient

2. Alignment of 
    busduct route is not 
    proper

3. Insufficient supporting
    arrangement

1. Re-tighten all the 
    busduct joints at 
    required torque setting

2. Check alignment with 
    Level gauge / Spirit level 
    and ensure complete 
    Busduct length is aligned

3. Provide the supports as 
    per manufacturer 
    guideline

1

Humming sound The earth bar not properly
tightened to the busduct
housing

Re-tighten a bolt & nut 
for the earth bars.

Megger test failed 1. There might be 
    dripping of water or 
    foreign particles trapped 
    in the joints / insulation 
    material

2. The joint insulator was 
    not properly installed.

3. Insulation got damaged
    during installation

1. Re-tighten a bolt & nut 
    for the earth bars.

2. Check the joint assembly 
    and torque level.

3. Contact L&T representative

Symptom

Installation Guidelines

2

3
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